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     Greetings, I am Juliano.  We are the Arcturians!

     In this lecture, I want to take a look at the thought field work that we are doing,
and also make some comparisons to the cosmic thought fields.  These cosmic
thought fields exist throughout the galaxy.  In addition I want to look at the global
thought fields.  There are many groups that meet together and hold a particular
energy for a thought form.  Some of these thought form groups are religious groups;
others are more non-denominational, and there are also thought field groups that
are specifically designed for healing.

     In particular, we are aware of a Taoist practice in the study of Chi Gong (Qi
Gong), which is called "Chi-Lel".  (Author's note: see book 101 Miracles of Natural
Healing by Luke Chan, Benefactor Press)  What is noteworthy about Chi-Lel is that
the healing energy work is on a multi-cosmic thought field level.  The practitioner of
Chi-Lel is doing certain Taoist postures while simultaneously connecting with
cosmic group energy.  Throughout the planet, groups of Chi-Lel practitioners around
the globe are helping to create and maintain a healing group thought field for all
practitioners.  This has great significance and symbolic meaning for the work that
we, the Arcturians, are doing with the Starseeds.
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